
Learn more at zoetisdiagnostics.com/vetscanhub

Coordinate your data, devices and diagnostic  
insights – all from a single, user-friendly screen. 
Vetscan Hub™ seamlessly integrates your Practice Information Management Software (PIMS), 
point-of-care analyzers, and the Zoetis Virtual Laboratory. 

Easy-to-operate. Effortlessly efficient. The Hub gives you the time, confidence and control to 
elevate your care.

RESULTS REVIEWED

Remain connected

The Hub synchronizes 
results with your PIMS and 
connects your in-clinic 
workflow to the Virtual 
Laboratory ecosystem 
through ZoetisDx.com.

TESTS ORDERED

Never miss a test

Tests ordered in your PIMS 
appear instantly on the 
Hub. The Hub then displays 
the results and shares them 
back to your PIMS for an 
effortless workflow.

TESTS RUN

Enhance focus

Efficiently manage multiple 
analyzers and coordinate 
tests from an intuitive 
touchscreen — freeing up 
more time to spend with  
your patients.
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Your in-clinic lab bench 
experience manager
Streamline your diagnostic workflow, 
creating more time for patient care

DEEPER



Bringing specialist-level medicine to your clinic
The Zoetis Virtual Laboratory offers deeper diagnostic insights that elevate patient care through 
interconnected in-clinic and online workflows. With results from your Hub, other point-of-care analyzers,  
and reference laboratory services, as well as anytime* specialist support all easily available through  
ZoetisDx.com, it empowers you to make fast, confident treatment decisions from the very first appointment.

Data  
Connectivity

Combine multiple sources 
of diagnostic information in 
one platform to make more 
informed decisions faster —
so invoicing is effortless.

Workflow  
Connectivity

Integrate Zoetis point-of-care 
analyzers with your PIMS 
and the Virtual Laboratory to 
boost productivity and create 
more time for patient care.

Connectivity 
to Expertise

Elevate your in-clinic 
diagnostics with specialist 
expertise and in-depth 
analysis, accessible any time 
through ZoetisDx.com.

Seamless workflow, 
deeper diagnostics
A world of insights revolve around the Hub. 
This easy-to-use device unifies your PIMS, 
analyzers and results — while bringing the full 
potential of the Virtual Laboratory into your 
practice. Streamline your in-clinic workflow 
and become more connected, efficient and 
empowered.
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*Dependent on consultant availability
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